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INTRODUCTION
Petitioner has put forth a straightforward and easily administered reading of § 67(e): trust and estate investment
management fees are incurred because the property is held in
the trust or estate; they therefore are deductible in full. This
is the only reading that is faithful to the language of § 67 and
the text and structure of the Internal Revenue Code and the
1986 Act. Brief for Petitioner (“Pet. Br.”) 22-31. It is the
only reading consistent with the Code’s net income taxation
policy and with the broader income tax treatment of trusts
and estates. Pet. Br. 24-28. It is confirmed, as concessions
in the Commissioner’s brief make clear, by the statutory history of the provision. Brief for Respondent (“Govt. Br.”) 3738; see Powerex Corp. v. Reliant Energy Systems, 127 S. Ct.
2411, 2416-17 (2007). And it provides the bright-line rule
all agree Congress intended. Even without resort to the legislative history, which in any event supports Petitioner’s position, Pet. Br. 31-37, it is thus clear that Petitioner’s is the
only sustainable reading of the statutory text. Nothing in the
Commissioner’s brief refutes this.
What the Commissioner proposes instead is yet another
new position on the meaning of § 67(e), the third he has put
forward during the pendency of this litigation. He does not
defend his proposed regulation. He presents instead only the
verbal test it contains, abandoning the proposed regulation’s
explicit, relevant instantiation of that test as one that calls for
full deductibility of trust and estate investment advice fees,
at least in some circumstances.
What he calls his “preferred” reading is that the statutory
phrase “would not have been incurred” means “could not
have been incurred.” This reading is textually insupportable;
it renders statutory language superfluous; it would, as the
Commissioner’s own brief reveals, create an administrative
morass, despite § 67’s conceded purpose to reduce costs of
recordkeeping and auditing; and it ultimately excludes trust
and estate investment management fees from full deductibility only because the Commissioner would apply it inconsis-
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tently. This should all be unsurprising: The test was invented in error by the Court of Appeals below. It was never
thought of before by the Commissioner, presumably because
it is not what the text of the statute says. Indeed, he did not
defend it even before this Court until its hurried inclusion in
the proposed regulation he issued after the grant of certiorari
in this case.
The Commissioner’s Brief reveals further disarray. He
asserts the statute is unambiguous (see Govt. Br. 32-33),
while simultaneously (and inconsistently) arguing that it has
“three linguistically permissible interpretations.” Govt. Br. 7,
14. The first, he himself argues must be “rejected out of
hand,” id. 14; the next two are not textually supportable. All
that appears to join the Commissioner’s various positions is
his insistence that they win this case for him. Yet at the end
of the day he does not even have an explanation for why
Congress would have wanted to subject fees like those for
trust and estate investment management to the two percent
floor. He urges only that they serve a purpose – to prevent
income splitting – that even he concedes Congress did not
have. Govt. Br. 37.
Just as this Court rejected the Commissioner’s position in
another recent case where “[t]he Commissioner . . . altered
his arguments throughout the course of th[e] litigation,” and,
“particularly odd[ly],” “abandoned” the position that “predominated in the Commissioner’s argument to the Court of
Appeals,” so, too, here this Court should reject each of the
Commissioner’s incompletely theorized proposed constructions. See Gitlitz v. Commissioner, 531 U.S. 206, 212 n.5,
218 n.8 (2001). The Court should adhere to the reading
compelled by statutory text, structure and history, and reverse the judgment below.
ARGUMENT
I. Petitioner’s Reading of the Statute is Correct.
Section 67(e) permits the deductibility in full of “costs
which are paid or incurred in connection with the administra-
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tion of the estate or trust and which would not have been incurred if the property were not held in such trust or estate.”
26 U.S.C. § 67(e). That language establishes a straightforward causation test: an inquiry into whether a particular expense is due to the fact that the property was held in the trust
or estate. Pet. Br. 22-23. A trustee’s decision to obtain investment advice for the trust or estate is always a consequence of the trustee’s demanding fiduciary duties regarding
investments. Id. 6-10. That decision involves the exercise of
fiduciary judgment. The advice for which investment advisory fees pay is tailored precisely to the distinctive requirements imposed by those fiduciary duties. The investment
advisory fees incurred by trusts and estates would not have
been incurred had the property not been held in the trust or
estate. They are therefore deductible in full under § 67(e).
The Commissioner does not refute this argument because
he cannot. Instead he presents a caricature of our position:
that costs are deductible in full if “they are ‘incurred in fulfillment of the trustee’s fiduciary obligation,’ regardless of
whether they would have been incurred in the absence of a
trust.” Govt. Br. 28-29 (quoting a portion of a sentence in
Petitioner’s Brief). That is not Petitioner’s view.
Under Petitioner’s reading of the statute (and its plain
text) costs that would have been incurred regardless of who
owned the property are subject to the two-percent floor.
These include those costs “incurred in connection with the
administration of the estate or trust” that are not affected by
the trustee’s unique fiduciary obligations, but that occur, just
as they would for non-trustee owners, simply because of the
trust’s or estate’s ownership of “the property.” 26 U.S.C. §
67(e). Costs like trust and estate investment advice fees, on
the other hand, are not costs that “would have been incurred”
had the property not been held in the trust. That is why they
are deductible in full.
Administrative costs of pass-through entities owned by
the trust or estate are the archetypal example of costs subject
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to the two-percent floor under the second prong of § 67(e).
Even when a trust or estate owns such an entity, those costs
are incurred by the pass-through entity (for example, an Scorporation) and not by the fiduciary of the trust or estate in
fulfillment of any fiduciary obligation. Other categories of
expense that similarly would have been incurred regardless
of whether “the property” were held in the trust or estate include, for example, certain expenses incurred in connection
with real property. See Pet. Br. 23. If investment property is
held cooperatively or in a condominium, an association or
condo fee associated with that property will be incurred regardless of who owns the property. It is attendant upon
ownership of the property. It would be subject to the twopercent floor under § 67(e) because it would have been incurred even if the property had not been held in the trust or
estate. Similarly, if a trust or estate owned a vehicle (for example, a decedent’s car), the legally mandated insurance
costs, which would be incurred by whomever owned the
property, would be subject to the two-percent floor.1
The Commissioner concedes that ensuring that this type
of cost was subject to the two-percent floor was precisely
Congress’s purpose in adding the second prong to § 67(e).
The Commissioner agrees, as he must, that the statutory history demonstrates that “the addition of the second clause of
26 U.S.C. 67(e)(1)” was designed specifically to prevent deduction in full of administrative costs “passed down to [a
trust] from pass-through entities in which the trust had invested.” Govt. Br. 37. The Commissioner further concedes
what the text of § 67 and the Internal Revenue Code more
broadly reveal, that Congress was in fact unconcerned about
the risk of income splitting between an individual and a non1

As these examples show, the Commissioner is wrong to state that “all
expenses” incurred “in connection with the administration of” a trust or
estate are incurred in fulfillment of the trustee’s unique fiduciary duty.
Govt. Br. 31 & n.10. Petitioner’s reading does not render any language
in § 67(e) superfluous. See Pet. Br. 23.
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grantor trust or estate, the sole purpose he has put forward in
support of his broad reading of the statutory exception to full
deductibility. See id. 37. As this Court’s recent decision in
Powerex Corp. v. Reliant Energy Systems makes clear, such
“statutory history” – unlike the often-debated “legislative
history” reflected in Committee Reports, floor statements,
and hearing transcripts – is an uncontroversial tool in determining the meaning of statutory text. 127 S. Ct. 2411, 241617 (2007) (per Scalia, J.). The concessions in the Commissioner’s brief virtually prove Petitioner’s case.
The conclusion is inescapable that Congress, in enacting
§ 67, did not intend dramatically to alter pre-existing law.
See former 26 U.S.C. § 57(b)(2) (1977); Pet. Br. 12-13.
Congress sought only to extend the two-percent floor to certain, limited trust- and estate-incurred costs like the administrative expenses incurred by pass-through entities owned by
trusts and estates. Congress did not intend, as the Commissioner insists, to subject almost all of the costs incurred in
connection with the administration of a trust or estate – including, prominently, trust and estate investment advisory
fees – to the two-percent floor. The Commissioner’s argument is especially implausible given that his construction
would make § 67(e) inconsistent with the rest of the Code
and indeed with the thrust of the very Section in which the
language appears. See 26 U.S.C. § 67(c) (exempting trusts
and estates from being treated as pass-through entities).
We agree with the Commissioner that the language used
by Congress was not expressly limited to administrative
costs of pass-through entities, but went “beyond the principal
evil to cover reasonably comparable evils.” Govt. Br. 35-36
(emphasis added) (quoting Oncale v. Sundowner Offshore
Servs., Inc., 523 U.S. 75, 79 (1998)). Section 67(e) does not,
contrary to the Commissioner’s contention, impose the twopercent floor on all costs that individuals are capable of incurring, or all costs customarily or commonly incurred by
individuals. In addition to pass-through costs, the twopercent floor covers only trust and estate costs “reasonably
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comparable” to those pass-through costs, like those we have
described above.
Petitioner’s interpretation of the statute draws a clear and
readily administrable line, which is what all agree Congress
intended. On one side of the line are costs caused by the fact
that the property is held in the trust or estate. These remain
fully deductible. On the other side are costs that would have
been incurred regardless of who owned the property held in
trust, including archetypally (but not exclusively) administrative costs associated with pass-through entities in which the
trust or estate, rather than an individual, happens to have an
ownership interest.
The various alternatives the Commissioner has proposed,
in contrast, are so complex that the Commissioner thinks
they will require (in one case) an unprincipled “safe harbo[r]
or other guidance” concerning “allocation methods” in order
to be manageable, Govt. Br. 24 n.7, or (in another case) a
determination both of “the relevant population in which the
expense must be ‘common’ (for example, all citizens, all taxpayers, or all taxpayers who satisfy certain criteria),” and of
“what fraction of that population must incur an expense before the expense is considered ‘common,’” as well as a
“trial” concerning each expense “to determine what fraction
of the population actually incurs the expense.” Id. 21-22.
Petitioner’s is the only reading of the statute consistent
with the tax treatment of trusts and estates otherwise embodied in the text and structure of § 67, the 1986 Act in which it
was adopted, and the Code more generally – something the
Commissioner fails even to address. See Pet. Br. 23-31. The
text, structure and history of § 67, the 1986 Act, and the
Code more broadly thus all confirm Petitioner’s reading of
the statute.
II. The Commissioner’s New, “Preferred” Reading is
Wrong.
The Commissioner’s “preferred” reading of the statute
sets out another new position on the meaning of § 67(e), the
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third he has put forward during the pendency of this litigation. The Commissioner suggests that the “best” reading of
the phrase “costs . . . which would not have been incurred if
the property were not held in such trust or estate,” 26 U.S.C.
§ 67(e) (emphasis added), is to refer to costs which “could
not have been incurred by an individual property owner.”
Govt. Br. 20 (citing Pet. App. 13) (emphasis added).
Although his reading uses the verbal formulation contained in his proposed regulation, the Commissioner does not
actually defend that regulation, but argues something new.
The proposed regulation includes an explicit instantiation of
that test with respect to precisely the type of fee at issue here.
It says that the only investment advice fees subject to the
two-percent floor are those for “advice on investing for total
return” – the investment strategy prescribed for individuals
by modern portfolio theory. Pet. Br. App. 14a (Proposed 26
CFR 1.67-4(b)); see Pet. Br. 17-18. Indeed, it expressly requires the taxpayer to “identify the portion (if any) of the . . .
investment advisory . . . fee, commission or expense that is .
. .not subject to the 2-percent floor.” Pet. Br. App. 15a (proposed 26 CFR 1.67-4(c)).2 The Commissioner does not de2

That this is what the proposed regulation means was confirmed in public remarks by a representative of the Office of Tax Legislative Counsel
in the Department of the Treasury’s Office of Tax Policy at an American
Law Institute-American Bar Association program on September 20,
2007, just weeks before the Commissioner filed his brief in this case.
The representative explained that under the proposed regulation the question was whether the services for which a fee was incurred were “obtained for purposes that are unique to fiduciaries that will not be subject
to the two-percent floor. . . . If you have something like . . . investment
advisory fees that . . . [were] incurred in part for services that are unique
and in part for services that are not unique, you’re going to have to apportion them. . . . Now the reg. also gives some bright lines in terms of
what is clearly not deductible, not exempted from the two-percent floor,
and that talks about investment advisory fees incurred for investing for
total return. . . .” Responding to the moderator’s observation that “I
would have thought that investing for reasonable income and reasonable
growth would have been unique to fiduciaries,” she explained, “That’s
what we’re saying. . . . If you’re investing for total growth, total return,
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fend this interpretation of the statute, presumably because the
concession it implies – that fees for advice about investment
of trust or estate assets that differs from that provided to individuals are, indeed, deductible in full – would be fatal to
his case.
A. Text. The statute asks whether costs “would not have
been incurred if the property were not held in such trust or
estate.” The Commissioner struggles to show that “would
not” means “could not.” But none of his verbal gymnastics
can do that.
His primary argument, that when you remove the double
negative “would not” means “could not,” is just wrong.
Govt. Br. 18. Asking without a double negative what costs
“would not have been incurred if the property were not held
in such trust or estate,” is to ask what costs were incurred
because the property was held in such trust or estate. That is
precisely how Petitioner reads the statute.
The Commissioner also ignores the subjunctive form of
the phrase “would not,” then, treating the word “would”
merely as the past tense of the verb “will,” changes the tense
of the word to try to prove his point. Id. But, as he elsewhere reminds us, “Congress’ use of a verb tense is significant in construing statutes.” Id. 30 n.9 (quoting U.S. v. Wilson, 503 U.S. 329, 333 (1992)); see Sutton v. United Air
Lines, Inc., 527 U.S. 471, 482 (1999). And even that change
of tense would not suffice to help the Commissioner, since
saying one “will not” incur an expense does not mean he or
she “could not” incur it. His argument requires the further
leap – not a part of the statutory text regardless of verb tense
without having to worry about how much is income and how much is
principal growth, that’s the same as any investor is going to be doing.
Whereas I don’t think any individual would invest to produce X amount
of income and X amount of principal growth and balancing those. . . .”
Remarks of Catherine V. Hughes at the ALI-ABA program “Advanced
Estate Planning Practice Update,” audio at 4:30-5:39, 7:57-8:46, available
for
download
through
http://www.ali-aba.
org/index.cfm?fuseaction=online.course_products&containerid=39231).
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– that “the only way to be certain” that improper expenses
are not deducted is to limit those deductions to those that
“could not” be incurred by individuals. Govt. Br. 19.
The Commissioner’s “parsing” of the logical structure of
the clause suffers from additional infirmities. First, the
Commissioner purports to “reorder” the statutory provision –
though without mentioning it, he drops the word “such,” so
that his inquiry is no longer about ownership by the trust or
estate at issue, but simply about property “held in trust” –
something that inappropriately changes the focus from the
action of the trustee of the particular estate or trust holding
the property to the abstract category of the type of entity
holding the property. Govt. Br. 19-20. When he replaces the
actual language of the statute with the letters A and B, he
again changes the tense of the statute. Id. Without this
sleight of hand, a properly “reordered” version of the second
prong would read “if the property were not held in the trust
or estate, the cost would not have been incurred.” This is
“the logical equivalent of the proposition,” id. 20, that the
cost was incurred because the property was held in the trust
or estate, the very reading Petitioner has urged all along. See
David Hume, An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding
83 (Open Court Publishing 1949) (reprint of posthumous
edition of 1777) (classically explaining that counterfactual
conditional phrases, like the one in § 67(e), ask about causation). Any example using the structure of the second prong
proves this: “We would not have rented the car if we were
not driving to Akron” means that the need to drive to Akron
caused the rental of the car. The second prong states a test of
causation, just as Petitioner has asserted.
And indeed, even with his sophistical twists and turns,
the Commissioner’s parsing still does not show that “would
not” means “could not.” The proposition that he claims is
logically equivalent to the one contained in the statutory sentence – “the cost would be incurred only if the property is
held in trust” (Govt. Br. 20) – still contains the word
“would.” He must again make a leap, stating that “the only
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costs” for which the statement in his rewritten and reordered
clause is “always true” are those which “could not” be incurred by any individual. Id. 20. But of course the statute
does not ask about costs for which anything is “always true.”
It asks about costs that would not have been incurred if the
property were not held in the trust or estate.
This reflects the inescapable problem with the Commissioner’s countertextual reading of the statute. “Would not”
does not mean “could not.” To show that a cost “would not”
have been incurred by a non-trust owner of the property requires no “categorical negation of the possibility” (id. 19) of
such expenditure. In a candid sentence in the midst of his
argument, the Commissioner says, correctly, “one reason
that a cost would not be incurred in certain circumstances is
that it could not be incurred.” Id. 18 (emphasis added). Of
course that is our point: many things that would not have occurred except for some event or circumstance could have occurred in the sense that they were possible. And, conversely,
expenditures that no non-trust owner could have incurred are
included in but do not exhaust the category of those that nontrust owners would not have incurred.
The Commissioner’s own example demonstrates Petitioner’s point. When one says “that a team would not have
won the game if it were not for the quarterback’s outstanding
play,” id. 19, one is saying his play was the cause of the victory. The team won because of the quarterback’s play. One
is not saying that it is impossible for any team to win without
that quarterback. Yet this is the “impossiblity test” the
Commissioner advocates.
The statutory language asks whether a cost “would not
have been incurred if the property were not held in such trust
or estate.” If Congress had meant the statute to say that the
only costs that were deductible in full were those that an individual could be shown to a “certainty” not to be capable of
incurring, id. 19, it would have used different and familiar
language: It would have said “could not have been in-
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curred.” And indeed, the Commissioner actually concedes
that both of his various proposed interpretations “essentially
add” a “modifier” to the statutory text. Id. 22 n.5.3
B. Superfluity. The Commissioner’s proposed test also
would render the first clause of § 67(e)(1) superfluous. The
example he gives to contest this actually proves the point.
See Govt. Br. 20 n.3. The Commissioner characterizes
losses from bad debts as something that would be screened
out from full deductibility by the first prong because, he
says, they are not “paid or incurred in connection with the
administration” of the trust or estate. Id. But individuals are
capable of incurring bad debts. They do so all the time.
These costs would therefore be screened out for full deductibility by the second prong under the Commissioner’s reading, because they are not expenses of a type that an individual “could not have incurred.” Under the Commissioner’s
interpretation, then, the first prong of § 67(e) is superfluous.
He is unable to provide a single example of a cost that an
individual “could not have incurred” that is not also a cost
incurred in connection with the administration of a trust or
estate. This demonstrates, if the words of the test he proposes did not, that the Commissioner’s reading of the statute
is wrong. Pet. Br. 45-46.
C. Administrability. The Commissioner also asserts
that his chosen construction is the “preferable” one because
3

The applicable canons of construction support Petitioner’s reading of
the statute. Pet. Br. 38-40. The Commissioner relies on an argument that
exceptions to general rules in statutes should be read narrowly. Govt. Br.
12. In the absence of textual ambiguity, there is no warrant for resort to
any such default rule. In any event, to the extent that the Commissioner’s rule is appropriately applied here, it supports a narrow reading of
the two-percent floor, which is an exception to the general rule of full
deductibility for miscellaneous itemized deductions, see 26 U.S.C. §
212(2) (stating the general rule that “there shall be allowed as a deduction all the ordinary and necessary expenses paid or incurred during the
taxable year . . . for the management, conservation, or maintenance of
property held for the production of income.”); cf. Pet. Br. 38. See Commissioner v. Clark, 489 U.S. 726, 739 (1989).
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it “offers the most administrable approach.” Govt. Br. 9, 21.
He is wrong.
The Commissioner’s rule is utterly unadministrable. As
he describes, it requires “unbundling of unitary fees.” Govt.
Br. 23-24 n. 7. Given the utter complexity of determining,
for example, the precise portion of a trustee’s unitary trustee
fee attributable to investment advice (assertedly subject to
the two-percent floor) as against that portion representing
some other service, the Commissioner’s test will require taxpayers to make an “allocation” under “any reasonable
method.” Pet. Br. App. 15a. The difficulty of this task, plus
the complexity and cost of auditing and litigating contestable
apportionments of expenses under controvertible systems of
allocation, plunges the taxpayer and the Commissioner into a
morass. This is confirmed by public comments on the proposed regulation. See Appendix (“Rep. Br. App.”) 3a-5a,
11a, 15a, 24a-25a (containing excerpts of these). The Commissioner recognizes this: indeed, he attempts to temper the
problem created by application of his proposed standard with
an offer of unprincipled “safe harbors” or other guidance
concerning allocation methods. See Govt. Br. at 24 n.7; Pet.
Br. App. 11a.
The difficulty of administering his rule not only demolishes the only argument the Commissioner has articulated for
why he finds this textually insupportable construction “preferable,” it also demonstrates that his construction is at direct
variance with the intent of Congress. All agree that the purpose of the very adoption of the two-percent floor in § 67
was to get taxpayers and the IRS out of the business of doing
precisely this kind of recordkeeping, allocating, and auditing.
See Govt. Br. 33-34; Pet. Br. 24-25. Congress had no intention of introducing complex requirements for recordkeeping,
cost allocation, and auditing in the very Section of the 1986
Act designed to eliminate that problem.
D. Departure from Past Practice. The Commissioner’s proposed construction would also mark a radical
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departure from the tax treatment given trust and estate expenses under the statute during the nineteen years since its
adoption, subjecting fees and costs that he long agreed were
fully deductible to the two-percent floor. While this alone
might not definitively condemn a construction of the statute,
it does suggest that his is not a plausible reading.
The Commissioner confirms the change, noting that, if
his position is adopted, the IRS will, among other things,
have to amend its Form 1041, as both attorney fees and accounting fees will no longer always be deductible in full.
Govt. Br. 24-25 n.8. Attorney and accountant fees have not
been broken out in IRS statistics, but, when combined with
return preparer fees they totaled $3.171 billion in 2005. Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Income Tax Stats – Income from Trusts and Estates (“IRS Tax Stats”), at Table 5
(IRS 2007) available at http://www.irs.gov/pub/irssoi/05fd01.xls. They would, presumably, like other trust and
estate expenses, be subject to the unmanageable regime of
unbundling and cost allocation the Commissioner’s interpretation calls for.
And, while trustee fees are not explicitly mentioned in
the proposed regulation, the Commissioner now asserts that
they would be “subject to its general unbundling requirement.” Govt. Br. 24 n.7. This represents a dramatic departure from his prior position of nineteen years that trustee fees
(totaling $4.0 billion in 2005, see IRS Tax Stats) are fully
deductible – a position explicitly articulated by each Court of
Appeals to accept his argument that investment advice fees
are not deductible in full. See, e.g., Pet. App. 12a; Scott v.
United States, 328 F.3d 132, 140 (CA4 2003).
E. Reliance on Inconsistent Application of Expenses.
Even under the Commissioner’s proposed test, trust and
estate investment management fees would be deductible.
The Commissioner’s argument to the contrary relies on ad
hoc and unprincipled distinctions among expenses.
Under the Commissioner’s test “it is the type of product
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or service rendered to the estate or trust, rather than the characterization of the cost of that product or service, that is relevant.” Pet. Br. App. 14a. He argues that “costs paid or incurred for fiduciary accountings, judicial filings required as
part of trust administration, [and] the preparation and filing
of fiduciary income tax returns,” among others, are fully deductible. Govt. Br. 23. Yet these categories of cost are “incapable of being incurred by individuals” only at the level of
generality that the Commissioner refuses to use in describing
trust and estate investment advisory fees. Pet. Br. 42-43.
Thus, fiduciary accountings are, at a broad level of generality, the same as accountings carried out by individuals
who are not fiduciaries, for example, in the context of a divorce or a guardianship. The specifics compelled by the
trustees’ fiduciary duties, however, mean that the costs of
fiduciary accountings are actually paying for a distinct service that individuals do not buy. Similarly, judicial filings
required as part of trust administration are, at a broad level
of generality, just like judicial filings by individuals. Even
their subject matter may be identical. The same is true regarding fiduciary income tax preparation fees and the preparation fees for individual income taxes. See Pet. Br. 42-44.
As the Commissioner’s position with respect to these
costs correctly implies, when the services provided are distinct because they are tailored to the requirements of the fiduciary duty, the costs for such services are properly understood as distinct and incapable of being incurred by individuals. Because trust and estate investment advice must be
tailored to the unique fiduciary duties of the trustee, the costs
for such advice pay for a distinct service and they are, to precisely the same degree as each of these costs he concedes are
fully deductible, incapable of being incurred by individuals.
The Commissioner has no answer to this point. Govt. Br.
25-26 (saying that neither the broadest nor the narrowest
level of generality is correct, but not refuting Petitioner’s
claim that the Commissioner has been inconsistent in his
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choice of level of generality); see Public Comments of the
AICPA on proposed 26 CFR 1.67-4, Rep. Br. App. 11a (“the
underlying logic for the classifications of different costs [by
the Commissioner] is not explained and is inconsistent”).
The Commissioner asserts that investment advice sought by
trustees is not different in kind from the investment advice
sought by individuals. Govt. Br. 26-27. But as Petitioner
has explained, trustees’ fiduciary duties do not allow them to
make investment decisions in the same way as individuals
would, or do. Pet. Br. 6-10. Among other things, only trustees need to balance the fiduciary obligation toward current
and future beneficiaries and remaindermen, only they are
bound to the distinctive “prudent investor standard,” and
only they face personal liability for failure to comply with
their legal duties. Id.
The differences between trust investment advice fees and
individual investment advice fees are at least as pronounced
as the differences between the other fiduciary expenses the
Commissioner recognizes are fully deductible and their individually-incurred counterparts. Should this Court adopt the
Commissioner’s test, it should apply it consistently to permit
the full deductibility of trust and estate investment management and advisory fees.
III. The Commissioner’s “Alternative” Reading Is Also
Wrong.
The Commissioner also asserts (oddly and contradictorily) that he has not “abandoned” the different construction
to which he long adhered, including in the court below, that
the statute permits full deductibility only of costs of a type
not “customarily” incurred by individuals. Govt. Br. 21 n.4.
This “alternative” construction, too, is textually unsupportable and even the Commissioner now admits it is unworkable. Id. 21-22.
As explained in Petitioner’s brief, the text does not ask
whether expenses are “customarily” incurred outside of
trusts. Pet. Br. 46-48. The Commissioner rehearses the
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same arguments put forward below in support of this construction, still relying on the misuse of a dictionary definition
of “would” – to refer to “custom or habitual action” taken in
the past (e.g., “when we were young, we would go to the
park every day”) – that is wholly inapplicable here. Govt.
Br. 20.4
As to workability, the Commissioner himself asserts that
his alternative test would require a determination both of
“the relevant population in which the expense must be
‘common’ (for example, all citizens, all taxpayers, or all taxpayers who satisfy certain criteria),” and of “what fraction of
that population must incur an expense before the expense is
considered ‘common,’” as well as unimaginable “trial[s] to
determine what fraction of the population actually incurs the
expense.” Govt. Br. 21-22. That cumbersome regime cannot be what was intended by a Congress seeking to ease administration of miscellaneous itemized deductions. And in
the end, even the Commissioner rejects it. Id.
Finally, the Commissioner urges incorrectly that if this
Court adopts that test, Petitioner should lose because he has
failed to prove that investment management fees are not
“customarily” incurred by individuals, and, the Commissioner asserts, under Tax Court rules Petitioner has the burden of proof on factual issues. Id. 28. This argument is easily dispensed with. The Commissioner has never put forward any evidence that such fees are customarily incurred by
individuals, something that is far more likely to be available
to him than to Petitioner, the CPA trustee of a family trust.
As this Court has made clear, before the burden of proof is
imposed on a taxpayer, the Commissioner must meet his burden of production: “[A] ‘naked’ assessment without any
foundation” cannot be used to impose the burden of proof,
4

He attempts to bolster this with another dictionary definition, but selects
another irrelevant one – to express “disposition or inclination,” id., as in
the phrase “I would propose we meet at noon.” See Webster’s Third
New International Dictionary of the English Language 2638 (1986).
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and thus tax liability, on a taxpayer. United States v. Janis,
428 U.S. 433, 441-442 (1976). On this record, therefore,
under the Fourth and Federal Circuits’ test, reversal would
be the proper course.5
IV. The Legislative History Confirms Petitioner’s Reading of the Statute.
This Court need not resort to legislative history because
an examination of the statute’s text, structure and history,
along with the text and structure of the Code more broadly,
demonstrates that it is unambiguous. Pet. Br. 31. In any
event, the legislative history supports Petitioner here, and the
Commissioner does not come to terms with it.
The Commissioner continues to cite a Senate Report issued before the second prong of § 67(e) was added to the
bill, and asserts only that eliminating the deduction for investment advice fees is “consistent with” the “broader history of the Tax Reform Act of 1986.” Govt. Br. 33. Specifically, he repeats his old argument that § 67(e) should be read
as he urges because it “advances the goal” of deterring individuals from “split[ting] income” between a trust and its
beneficiaries in order to obtain a tax benefit. Id. 34-35. The
Commissioner never mentions the fact that the statute applies to “estates” as well, see id. 3 n.1 (refusing to address
5

The unremarkable assertion by this Court in a 1940 case that “a conservator of an estate, a custodian of a portfolio, a supervisor of a group of
investments, a manager of wide financial and business interests, or a substantial stockholder in a corporation engaged in conserving and enhancing his estate” might deduct under § 162 as “ordinary and necessary expenses paid or incurred . . . in carrying on” their “trade or business” the
“cost of investment counsel or of investment services,” Govt. Br. 28,
does not support the Commissioner’s claim. See Deputy v. DuPont, 308
U.S. 488, 496-497 (1940). This case involves no taxpayer engaged in
investment as a trade or business. The fees here were deducted under 26
U.S.C. § 212. Nor does “ordinary and necessary” mean “customarily
incurred.” See 26 CFR 1.212-1(d) (to be “ordinary and necessary,” expenses must “bear a reasonable and proximate relation to the production
or collection of taxable income or to the management, conservation, or
maintenance of property held for the production of income”).
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them), and of course there is no way (short of committing
suicide) deliberately to set up an estate to split income between it and its beneficiaries. Pet. Br. 28. That alone refutes
the Commissioner’s argument.
More fundamentally, though, the Commissioner acknowledges, as described above, that “trusts and estates
when they function like pass-through entities” “pose little
risk of abuse,” Govt. Br. 37. Congress recognized this in its
treatment of trusts and estates in § 67(c) and throughout the
Code, see, e.g., 26 U.S.C. § 68(e), and in enactments both
before and since the 1986 Act. Pet. Br. 30-31.
This concession deals the Commissioner’s case a body
blow. There is both specific statutory text and specific legislative history making clear that Congress thought significant
changes in the taxation of trusts and estates was unnecessary
to prevent the income-splitting that the Commissioner now
urges as the sole purpose served by his reading of the second
prong of § 67(e). Pet. Br. 37. Like so much else that conflicts with his position, the Commissioner leaves this – and
indeed the very nature of trusts and estates and their taxation
described by Petitioner, Pet. Br. 26-28 – unaddressed.
The Commissioner does not explain why the Congress
that exempted trusts and estates from being treated as passthrough entities in § 67(c) would have nonetheless subjected
almost all of their expenses to the two-percent floor.6 He
6

Recognizing that these expenses have no personal component, the
Commissioner suggests that Congress had a purpose in enacting the two
percent floor to “simplify” tax administration that was distinct from its
goal to prevent deduction by individuals of expenses with a personal aspect. Govt. Br. 33-34. But the congressional goals of “simplification”
and “limit[ing] deductions for personal expenses” are one and the same.
Id.; see Pet. Br. 25 (explaining this). It was because some portion of
some individual expenses (including some he lists, e.g., continuing education) was, in fact, often personal, that recordkeeping and auditing were
burdensome. Congress grouped certain individual deductions, including
but not limited to these, into the category denominated “miscellaneous
itemized deductions.” It then permitted a deduction for these costs in the
aggregate only to the extent that they exceeded two percent of adjusted
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does not dispute that prior § 57(b) made trust and estate investment management fees fully deductible before the adoption of the 1986 Act even when similar costs incurred by individuals were not. Pet. Br. 12. Nor does he dispute that the
original versions of what is now §67(e) that passed both
Houses of Congress contained that same rule. Id. 32. And
indeed, as described above, he concedes that the specific
problem that the new second prong was added in Conference
to address was the possibility that trusts and estates might
deduct in full expenses incurred by pass-through entities in
which they held an ownership interest, Govt. Br. 37-38,
something reflected in the Conference Report.7
The Commissioner resists the clear conclusion that the
statute’s language must be read to prevent only those and
similar deductions, not dramatically to alter pre-existing law
concerning the treatment of trust and estate administrative
expenses. He provides no good reason for reading § 67(e) to
prevent full deduction of trust investment management fees.8

gross income. This method was designed to provide “rough justice” by
in essence disallowing what Congress thought could fairly be deemed the
personal component of those aggregated costs. Pet. Br. 24-25, 32-33.
7
The Commissioner incorrectly asserts that the portion of the Conference
Report quoted by Petitioner does not relate to Section 67(e). Its next-tolast sentence makes clear that it does. See Pet. Br. 35.
8
The Commissioner appears to concede that his proposed regulation
would not at this time be entitled to deference even in the face of statutory ambiguity. Govt. Br. 7; see Pet. Br. 48-49 n.33. Most of the public
comments submitted on his proposed regulation – all of which disagree
with his interpretation of § 67(e) – formally ask the Commissioner to
extend the comment period or withdraw or hold in abeyance the proposed
regulation until after this Court’s ruling in this case in order to permit
those comments or the agency’s regulatory action to be informed by this
Court’s decision. See, e.g., Rep. Br. App. 2a, 6a (American Bankers
Association); 7a-8a (ABA Section of Real Property, Trust and Estate
Law), 10a-12a (AICPA), 14a, 16a (AmeriServ Trust and Financial Services Company), 19a-21a (N.Y. City Bar). As of the date of filing of this
brief, the Commissioner has not agreed to do so. See id. 8a.
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V. As Economic Theory Predicts, Individuals Will Act at
the Margin to Minimize Taxation.
Finally, the Commissioner erroneously suggests that trustees will not be deterred from seeking professional investment advice in fulfillment of their fiduciary duties by what
he, the tax collector, calls “such a small amount of tax.”
Govt. Br. 39. Under the current top tax bracket, however,
the tax will amount to as much as 35% of the cost incurred.
The Commissioner falsely claims the tax will be limited to
“0.7% of the trust’s income.” Govt. Br. 39. He is apparently
referring to adjusted gross income, not taxable income. The
additional tax could in fact be any percentage of the trust or
estate’s taxable income. Pet. Br. 10-11. Further, as the
Commissioner knows, because of the Alternative Minimum
Tax, the tax will not in any event be limited even to 0.7% of
adjusted gross income.
In the real world, individuals act – as economic theory
predicts – at the margin to minimize taxes, and the Commissioner’s approach would provide plenty of incentive. See
Pet. Br. 40-41; Rep. Br. App. 23a-24a (comments of Northern Trust Company). Indeed, his brief suggests further reason for concern. If trustee fees, too, are no longer fully deductible, the consequences for the banking industry, which
provides most professional trustee services, and for the management and operation of trusts and estates, could be profound. Grantors and beneficiaries will tend to avoid using
professional services in favor of trustees who are willing to
serve at no cost – less skilled relatives, for example, or
friends. At a time when state trust and estate law has been
pushing toward the professionalization of the advice given to
trusts and estates, for example by adoption of the “prudent
investor” standard, Pet. Br. 7-10, it would make no sense to
conclude that Congress intended such a perverse result.
CONCLUSION
The judgment of the Second Circuit should be reversed.
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